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KEYWORD ABSTRACT 

177m 177g . 
RADIOAC TIVITY Lu, Lu; measured y((j)from polarIzed 

nuclei; deduced magnetic moment fl., hyperfine field H of impurities 

in ZrFe
2

, relaxation time, y -ray multipole mixing ratios, ~(E2/M1), 

5(M2/E1), gK' gR' Coriolis mixing; deduced no observable parity 

violation. 
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Abstract 

Angular distributions of 37'( rays were observed following the 

d 6 d 177m d' 6 8 d 177gL l'· d 1 I ecays of 1 1- ay Lu, an . - ay u po anze at ow temper-

atures in the ferromagn~tic c}lbi~ Laves -phase compound Z rFe
2

. The 

'magnetic moment of the 177mLu was deduced to be Iii I = 2. 74± 0.21 flN' 

,in excellenLagreemerit ~ith the value, ~ = +2.71 ,liN computed assuming 

the 177mLu to'be the three":quasiparticle state {7/2+ [404J
p

' 

9/2+[ 624J ' 7/2-[ 514] }. The magnetic hyperfine fields of Lu, Ta, 
, ,n n 

Sc, and Co in ZrFe
2 

wer'e deduced from the corresponding '(-ray 

. ' " 177m 
anisotropies. Decays proceedmg through the 1.1-sec Hf were, 

observed to show characteristic relaxation times of T 1';::;; 6.7 sec:. 

The E2/M1 mixing ratios ofnumerous intraband transitions in 177Lu 

and 177Hf were deduced, and the co'rresponding (gK-gR)/Qo values 

were computed. Several interband M2/E1 miXing ratios were deduced 

and were compared with calculations based on the Nilsson model 

including first-order Coriolis mixing. The 0°_180° asymmetries of 
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. 1 177L t 'Ot O b dOff of ° severa u ranSl lons were 0 serve In an e ort to see 1 parlty 

mixing effects might be present due to the particularly close -lying 

opposite parity states of 177 Lu; no effects were seen to the limit of 

2 X10- 4 • 
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1. INT RODUCTION 

The study of the angular distribution of '{ radiation emitted following 

the decay of polarized nuclei provides insIght into the static and dynamic 

nuclear electromagnetic matrix elements as well as into the strength 

and character of the electromagnetic interactions of the nucleus with its 

environment.
1 

The order to investigate the properites of the transitions 

177m " which follow the decay of ,Lu and to study theineans which can be 

used to polarize Lu,' we have observed the angular distributions of '{ 

177m 177g 
rays following the decays of Lu and Lu polari~ed at low tempera-

tures in a matrix of ZrFe
2

. We report here the deduced ,{-ray multipole 

mixing ratios, the ,magnetic hyperfine fields of Lu and a number of other 

impurities iri ZrFe2 , and the first direct measurement of the magnetic 

moment of a three-quasiparticle state. 

In order to achieve observable nuclear polarization at the ultralow 

temperatures which can readily be attained in th~ laboratory, the nuclei 
, 5-

must be subjected to magnetic fields of the o;rder of at least 10 Oe. It 

/" , 

is well known that the hyperfine fields at nuclei of the rare earths in Fe, ' 

for example, may amount to 106 Oe; however, the' lack of s~lubility of 

the rare earths in Fe makes sample preparation a difficult process, ' 

2 
and generally; -necessitates implantation techniques. In a previous study 

we re}Jorted the decay of Yb polarized in Au; the rare earths have high 

solid-solubilities in Au, which acts as medium to permit'the rare earths 

to experience their full paramagnetic fields, which may amount to 10
7 

' 

Oe. However, due to the tri-valency of the Lu ion, the electronic 

structure of Lu is characterized by a filled 4f shell, and hence Lu has a 
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vanishing field in Au. In previous studie s we have observed substantial 

hyperfine fields as well as considerable solid solubilities of Hf
3 

and 

Er2 in the cubi~ ferromagnet ZrFe 2 . In the present study., we have 

succeeded in dissolving and polarizing Lu in' ZrFe 2 . 

A number of isomers in nuclei of the A ~ 1'75 mass region have been 

identified as three -quasiparticle state s. 4 In general the identification 

of these states is b('!.sed Oil a consideration of the couplings of the low-, 

lying Nilsson quasiparticle states which can give rise to the appropriate 

spin and parity. A measurement of the magnetic moment of such a state 

provides a direct test of the suggested coupling scheme. Although the 

moment of a three-quasiparticle le.vel in 177Hf may be deduced from 

the cascade-to-crossover ratios of the transitions in the rotational band 

built on the level. 5 we report here the first direct '(model-independent) 

measurement of the moment of a three-quasiparticle isomer. 

In addition •. there are a number of highly retarded E1 y transitions, 

between the rotational levels built on the various intrinsic state s of 

177L d 177Hf u an, . It is gener,ally assumed that such highly retarded 

transitions are good candidates for the observation of effects due to ' 

weak parity non-conserving forces in the nuclear Hamilt6nian. 6 The' 

general assumption is that the nuclear structure effects which give rise 

to the hindrance of the" regular" transition do not also produce a large 

hindrance of the" irregular" transition which arises from cit pos sible 

parity admixture in the nuclear levels. Such effects are also likely to 

be enhanced by the close proximity of the odd- and even-parity levels 

f th 0.' h 177L 1 '1 h dO ° o e same spIn; In t e u eve sc erne. correspon lng Opposlte-

parity levels 'are' separated by only a few keV. In search of pos sible 
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, 
parity-non-conserving effects, we have observed the forward -backward 

, ' 177m 
asymmetrie s of a number of -V' rays following the decay of Lu. 

\ 

II. 177mLu DECAY SCHEME 

177m 177 177 
The decay of ,Lu to levels of Lu andHf has been the sub-

ject of numerous investigations. Investigations of the r,ather complex 
. 7 

spectrum of y rays were done by Alexander, Boehm, and Kankeleit 

using a bent-crystal spectrometer, and by Blok and Shirley8 using a 

Ge(Li) detector. These decay studies have established the spectrum of 
-

rotational states built on the intrinsic Nilsson single-particle states as 

shown in Fig. 1. Although the population of rotational bands to such 
/ 

high spins is not uncommon (for example, nU:Q:leroU1? such bands are, 

seen in (a, xn) reactions), it is unusual to have a radioactive decay 

scheme involving such states, and thus the decay of 177rnLu provides 

an opportunity to observe nume:rous _/lUclear properties not generally 

observable in radioactiv;e decay studies. A precise determination of 

the -v-ray branching intensities was done by Haverfield, Bernthal, and 

Hollander. 9 ~cluded in the -v-ray spectrum area number of weak inter

band E1 transitions, in addition to the E2 and E2/M1 intraband transitions. 

The considerable deviations of the intensities of these transitions from 

the rotational-model predictions (Alaga branching rules) were discussed 

7 
by Alexander et al., and a calculation of the effect of Coriolis-type 

10 mixing on the E1-intensities was done by Bernthal and Rasmussen, 

, who were able to obtain good agreement between the observed intensities 

and a three-parameter fit. Other studies of the transition multipolarities 
, ( 1 

were performed by Kartashov, Troitska:ya, and Shevelev, 1 who de-

termine~ the internal convers~on 'ele-ctron intensitie s in the 177mLu 
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decay. and by West. Mann. and Nagle, 12 who did a similar study of the 

177 177 
decay of Ta to H£.The angular distributions of the '( rays fol-

lowing the d~cay of 177mLu aligned in neodymium ethyl sulfate were ob

served by Blok and Shirley, 13 and th~angular correlations of'( rays in 

the 9/2+[.624] band of 177Hf were studied by HUbel et'al.
14 

and inter-

preted in terms of the intrinsic elect~omagnetic structure. of the band. 

N . 1 . 12,15-19 d l·· l'~ 12,20-24 umerous lnterna conversIon an angu .arcorre atlon 

studies of the decay of 177gLu have been done; .as shown in Fig. 1, only 

a few of the low-lying 177 Hf levels are populated in this decay. Studies 

f77 . 25 
of transition multipolarities in Lu have been done by Balodis et a I.-

following neutron capture, by Kristensen et aI.26 following the 177mLu 

27 177 
decay, and by, Johansen et al. in the Yb decay. 
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III. EXPERlMENTAL DETAILS 

A. Sample Preparation 

Lutetium, zirconium, and iron- metals were arc -melted together in 

an argon atmospheretp form (LuO.05ZrO.95)Fe2 which was subsequently 

vacuum annealed at 1100°C for 24 hours. Disc-shaped sections 5 mm in 

diameter an4 1/2 mm thick were cut from the buttons. One disc (sample I) 

Was irradiated for 60 hours in the Los Alamos Omega West Reactor in a . ' .', \..) . 

region where the flux was 2 x 10
12 neutrons/c~2/sec." The irradiated 

disc was allowed to decay for 4 months, in order to allow the d~cay of the 

177 
intense Lu ground state (T 1/2 = 6~8 d); thus when this sample was 

studied the only significant' activitie s were decays fro~ the 177mLu 
, ' , 

( 161 d) 1 t 60C 182 T d 46S ' . , " F 11 ' Till = P us race 0, a, an c 1mpur1tles. 0 oW1ng 

the studies on sample I, a. second disc (sample II) from the original button 

was irradiated for 5 minutes in the identical reactor location. It was 

. immediately taken from the re~ctor and cooled to allow study'~f 1,76mLu 

177 
(T1/2 = 3.7 h) and Lu ground state (T1/2 = 6.8 d). In both expe riments 

11 f 'I f F 'th' t ' . f 54M d' 1 d' ,'t a sma 01 0 e, W1 m1nu e quanhhes 0 n 1SS0 ve 1n 1 , was 

indium sold'ered to the same .~pper cold finger as the source. The 54Mn 

anisotropy served as a thermometer to measure the Lu source tempera-

ture. 
I 

A typical Ge(Li)':"dete,ctor gamma-ray spectrum of the decay of 

sample I is shown in Figu,re 2. Only the low energy portion of the spec-

'h . 1 77 m L h' .' f h 466 trum 1S sown, Slnce', . u as no y-rays 0 energy greater t ail . 

" '59 181 
keV. Other low-energy y-rays come from the decays of Fe, . Hf, 

182 . 46 59 
and Ta. The high-energy region containsy-rays from the Sc, Fe, 

60 95 182 54- . 
Co, Zr, and Ta decays, in addition to the 835-keVMn y-ray. 
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B. Apparatus 

The essential features of the low-temperature apparatus have been 

described in a p-umber of previous pubiications,l-3 and a recent com

munication
28 

discus sed the modifications of the basic system used for 

studies of time-reversal invariance.' The low temperatures necessary 

to achieve observable nuclear polarizations were achieved using a 3He - 4He 

dilution refrigerator, which is capable of operating at 14 millikelvin (mK) 

in the absence of a heat load. The sample was 'polarized using two pairs 

of Helmholtz coils oriented with their axes at right angles to one another; 

The modifications of the apparatus which affect the present study are 

(1) the sample is not soldered directly to the cold-finger, but rather 

to a copper piece which screws into a threaded copper receptacle soldered 

to the ·cold -finger, and (2) the sample cannot be magnetized in two 

mutually perpendicular directions in the plane of the sample, but rather 

in one direction in the plane of the sample and in another normal to the 

sample. These modifications result in (i) a relatively high sample 

temperature,' owing to the poor thermal contact across the screw threads, 

and (2) a reduced degree of polarization when the magnetization direction 

is normal to the sample. The applied fields used were 3.6 kOe parallel 

to the sample plane and 5.7 kOe normal to'the sample plane.' 

The '( rays were observed by using two 40 ,c~3 Ge(Li) detectors placed 

along the axe s of polarization. The data were accumulated using a mini

computer -based data acquisition system.29 The angular distribution 

anisotropies were determined from peak intensities obtained from the 

2048-channel y-ray spectra, and the forward-backward asymmetries 

were computed by the computer from integrated peak intensities. 



C. Data Analysis 

The angular distribution of" radiation from the decay of an ensemble 

of oriented nuclei is de scribed by 

(1 ) 

where the geometrical correction factors Q k correct for the angular 
I 

resolution of the c;ietectors, the orientation parameters Bkdescribe 

the orientation of the~ initial state, the deorientation coefficients Uk cor

rect for the effect of unobserved interrnediat~ radiations, and the angular 
/ 

distributi<?n coefficients ~ describe the properties of the observed" ray. 
e \ _ 

The P
k 

are the Legendre polynomials. The index k is restricted to 

even values for p~rity nonviolating radiations ,but c~n take odd values 

in the case of parity violation. For the pr,esent work, the small degree 

of polarization achieved limits the values of the index to k ::::; 2. ' 

The angular distribution coefficients are given by 

A = k 

F k (LLIf I i )+25F k(L.t' IfI i}+5
2

F k(L' L' If Ii} 

1 + 52 
(2 ) 

for k = even, with 5 the" -ray multipole mixing ratio in the phase con-

, 30 
vention of Krane. and Steffen". cmd by 

jor k = odd, with E the i:r:regular-to-regular parity,nonconserving 

,multipole mixing ratio 
3 

(M1/E1, for exampl~). 

The forward-backward asymmetry a.. is given by 

a. -= W (0·) .: W (180° ) 

[W(OO) + W(1800)] 

(3 ) 

(4) 
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(5) 

I 

I - The asymmetries CLwere determined from the forward-backward 

counting rate differences for magnetization in the plane of the sample. 

The reduced degree of polarization obtained for a magnetizatio~ 

direction normal to the plane of the samples necessitated some special 

care when analyzing the angular distribution anisotropies. Denoting the 

detectors in directions parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the 

sample by A and B, respectively, the following four counting rates may 

be measured: 

(6) 

where the superscripts indicate whether the applied field is parallel or 

perpendicular to the plane of the sample, w. represent the isotropic 
1 

high-temperature counting rates, c i are constants ( = QZ U ZAZ)' and 

B
Z 

and B Z represent the orientation parameters for external fields 

respectively parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the sample; 

i. e., B2 2. B Z' Choosing a '{ ray of pure multi polarity, for which c A 

and c
B 

may be computed (c A and c~' differ only in the solid-angle cor-
J 

rection factors of the two detectors), these four equations may be solved, 

.for the four unknowns W A' W B' B 2 , and B2; similarly, once B2 and B2 have 
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been determined, we may determineW A~ WB , cA ' and c B for the re

maining y rays. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Angular Distributions 

177 ' The results deduced from the anisotropies of the various Lu and 

177Hf y rays are presented in Table I. These results were obtained as 

described above, and will be analyzed for the magnetic moments and 

y-ray mixing ratios ~n succeeding sections. The data have been cor

rected for the effect of the reduced polarization when the qlagnetization 

was perpendicular to the sample. The values of. B Z presented in Table I 

thus may be assumed to represent fully saturated polarizations in the 

177m ' 
plane of the sample. For the Lu decays, this effect amounted to a 

correction of 15-Z00/0 relative to the values deduced assuming full sat-

uration when the sample is polarized normal to its plane; this follows 

from our observed relationship BZ/BZ :::: 0.7. 

The Mn-in-Fe foil used for thermometry purposes
31 

was a much 

thi~er sample 'than the ZrFe Z and thus much more difficult to polarize 
, { 

normal to its plane. We observed BZ/Bz :::: 0.4 for this sample, and 

app~ying the appropriate correction factors to; the observed anisotropy 

, - 177m / 
of the 835-keV y ray, we deduced T = 30.4 ± 1.0 mK for the Lu de-

cays (sample I), and T '=45.6±3.Z mK for 'the 177gLu decays from 

sample II. 

The irradiation of the 177gLusampie also)produced some 176mLu 

activity (3.7 hr), which decays via the 88-keV2+- 0+ transition of 176Hf. 

, . - 176m 32 
From the known magnetic moment of the 1 Lu, and from the 

hyperfine field of Lu in ZrFe2 deduced bel~w, we would expect 
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I B Z uzAzl < 0.0009 for the 88-keV " ray, in agreement with our observed 

value of 

B Z UZAZ (88 keY) = - .0.0013±0.OOZO. 

A comparison of the angular distribution of the 113 •. 0-keV,,, ray 

from sample I (177mLu decay) with that from sample II (1 77gLu decay)' 

can be analyzed to yield the ~eorientation factor UZfor the f3 decay 

from 177g Lu to the 113.0-keV level of 177Hf. This is possible since a 

negligible fraction of the 113.0-keV ",rays observed following the 1 77mLu 

177g , 
decay actually proceed t~rough the Lu level. The deduced value of 

U Z is given in Table I; this may be compared with the theoretical value 

U z = 0.9Z5-0.Z88 a Z' where a Z is the fraction of the beta decay~ which 

carry two units of angular momentum (resulting from the B .. first-
.' 1J 

forbidden matrix element). We thus conclude that a
Z 

< 0.17, indicating 

that the majority of the 384-keV f3-decays carry one unit of total angular 

) momentum. 

B. Magnetic Moments of Three-Quasiparticle States 

By averaging the results for the various EZ transitions emitted in 

177m . 177 
the decay of Lu to states of Lu, we obtain 

177m . 
BZ(Lu) = 0.ZZ1±O.007. At a deduced temperature T = 30±1 mK, 

this corresponds to £). (177mLu) = 3.60 ±0.13 mK, where the hyperfine 

parameter £). gives the energy splitting of adjacent magnetic substates 

~£). = ~/IkB). Similarly. for the ground state decay, 

177g 
B Z( Lu) = 0.097±0.003, and at T = 45.6±3.Z mK, 

177g 
£).( Lu)= 9.66 ± 0.68 mK. 

The magnetic moment of the isomer may then be deduced from 

the ratio of the splitting parameters, as 
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.. 177 
= 1. 23 ± 0.10 I ~ ( g Lu) I . 

23/2 
772 

(7) 

32 The ground state moment has been determined to be ~ = 2.236 fJ.N' and 

thus 

I 177m I ~( Lu) = 2.74 ± 0.21 ~N' 

This value may be compared with the value computed assuming the 

isomer to be a three-quasiparticle state, namely the one-proton, two

neutron combination of the Nilsson states {7 /2+ [402] , 9/2+[ 624] , . p n 

7/2 -[ 514] }. The magnetic moment of a deformed nuclear level is 
n 

given by 
33 

(8) 

where gR and gK are the g-factors assoc~ated with the rotational and 

intrinsic structure,respectively. The intrinsic g-factor for a compound 

state is determined by 

KgK = ~ Ki gK. ' (9) 
1 1 

where in the present case we sum over the three constituent states. The 

intrinsic g-factors of the constituent states are given by 

K. gK = K. gl + (g 
1 . 1. s. 
III 

- gl ) (s ) .. 
. Z 1 
1 

(10) 

The -gl values used are gt = 1 for protons and gJ. =0 for neutrons; we 

- 6 free free . free 
take g = O. g , where g = 5.585 for protons and g = - 3.826 

s s , s s 

for neutrons. The expectation values of s were computed using the 
Z 
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. f' 34 . h d f . f . 4 35 . Nllsson wave unctIons Wlt a e ormation 0 . T] = 5.0. For the 

h . h' h .. h 177L .. tree constituent states W lC comprlse t e . u lsomer, we compute 

< s > = - 0.453 for the state 7/2+[ 404] , < s > = + 0.417 for 9/2+[ 624] , 
.Z p Z .. n 

and < s > = - 0.378 for 7/2 - [514] . The intrinsic g-factor of the z . n 
35 

isomer is then computed to be gK = 0.225. Usingg R = 0.347±0.028, 

we compute .... = + 2.71 ± 0.03 .... N. - This value is in excellent agreement 

with the experimental value, and suggests that the experimental value is 

likely to be positive. 

The moment of the 1.1- sec isomer of 177Hfmay not be determined 

from the present work; since the lifetime is notsufiicientlygreater than 

the expected nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time T l' decays from the 

177mHf will show anisotropies characteristic of the 177mLu~ However, 

the influence of the 177Hf state is evidenced in the increased B2 of the 

177~f relative to that of the 177mLu (Table I); the average value of 

this parameter is B2(177~f) = 0.262 ± 0.004. This value is of course 

an "effective" value and is not directly characteristic of the splittings 

. 177m 
of the magnetIc substate s of the Hf level. The relaxation time 

T 1 may be estimated from the relationship of the observed B2 to that 

177in . 177 
expected for the Lu and ~f levels. The latter may be esti-

1 77rn..7 . 
mated from the computed value of .... ( .tif) = 8.27 .... N' assuming the 

177mHf level to be the three-quasiparticle state {7/2+(404J ,9/2-[514J 
. p p 

7/2 - [ 514] n}; this calculated value of the moment is in agreement with 

36 
the (gK- gR) value deduced by Chu et al.from the" -ray branching 

ratios following the decay of a higher-lying five-quasiparticle isomer in 

177Hf. The hyperfine field of Hf in Z~Fe2 has been measured to be 

H = 200±20 kOe, 3,37 and thus at a temperature T.= 30 mK, we would 
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177m . expect B
2

( Hf) = 0.45 m the case of full saturation. If we assume 

the effect of the relaxation to be given by an approximately exponential 

-tiT 1 . behavior e ' then the observed B2 may be related to the expected 

values as follows: 

B
2

(177mH f, obs.):::: T1 (0.98) B
2

(177mLU) .,. B (177m f ) 
T1 + .,. + T1 +.,. 2 H , sat. 

(11 ) 

where.,. is the mean lifetime of the 177mHf and where the factor 0.98 

has been introduced into the first term to account for the depolarizing 

effects of the 1 77mLu - 177mHf beta decay. Inserting the appropriate 

values yields 

T1 :::: 6.7 sec. 

This 'value may be compared with, for example, the relaxation time of 

60Co in Fe. which has similar values of g and H; for that case, T1 :::: 

40 sec .at T = 30 rnK. 38 It has been observed that different impurities 

in Fe have relaxation times which can be related as' T1 T(gH) 2 :::: const.; 39 

we would thus expect T
1

(177mLu) ::::0.5 T
1

(60co) at a given T. which 

gives qualitative agreement with the deduced value. Our previous 

experiments 3 , 28 with Hf in ZrFe
2 

have indicated no'relaxation effects 

with characteristic times larger than ::::20 seconds. and we therefore 

conclude that the value deduced above represents a reasonable estimate 

for the relaxation time of Hf in ZrFe
2

. 

C. Hyperfine Fields in ZrFe2 

Owing to the long irradiation time necessary for sample I. numerous 

impurities present only in microscopic quantities were activated. These 
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are indicated in the 'V-spectrum of Fig. 2. From the angular distri-

butions of the y rays of the well-established decay schemes of these 

isotopes, the hyperfine fields listed in Table II have been deduced. In 

46 the present work we have employed the' decays of Sc(889 keV), 

60Co(1173, 1332 keY), and 182 Ta(156, 222, 264, 1189, 1221 keY), 

together with the above-deduced splitting of the 1 77gLu . Also shown in 

Table II are some previously measured hyperfine fields of impurities 

in ZrFe
2

. The previous results 40 for I in ZrFe
2 

are subject to some 

uncertainty, owing to the production of the I by fission and to the lack 

of annealing to eliminate the subsequent lattice damage. The field for 

Np was deduced from the previously measured hyperfine splitting of 

239Np in ZrFe
2 

by assuming the ground state morrient of 239 Np to be 

237 32 
equal to that of Np. A comparison of the impurity fields in Z rFe

2 

with those in Fe indicates no systematic relationship between corre-

sponding values; a systematic dependence of H on the atomic number Z 

(such as has been observed for various solutes in Fe 41) is difficult to 

deduce, owing to the paucity of results across a complete group of 

elements. The ZrFe
2 

hyperfine field results range from the anomalously 

large values for Er (which overlaps with the free:"atom value) and for Np 

(with the value for Np in Fe as yet unknown, but rriost likely lying near 

to zero, since the neighboring elements U and Pu have fields in Fe of 

-520 and +620 kOe, respectively 42), to the reduced value observed for 

Hi. The actual value of the hyperfine field results from contributions 

due to core-electron and conduction-electron polarizations; in the cas.e 

of the ZrFe
2 

alloys, however, it is also likely that weak solute -solute 

\ 

interactions are present, since the presence of a few atomic percent 
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of solute may slightly alter the expected characteristics ofa dilute alloy. 

Thus, the present results demonstrate that many of the rare earths 

have both large solid solubilities and sizeable nuclear polarizations in 

ZrFe
2

, 

D. E2!M1 Mixing Ratios 

The E2!M1 multipole mixing ratios deduced from the angular dis-

tributions of Table I are given in Table III. Except for the lowest trans-

ition in each band, the mixing ratios were determined from 3. direct 

comparison of the angular distribution of each mixed transition (I -- I-i) 

with that of the competing E2 cross-over transition (I -- I~2). For the 

lowest transition in each band, the deorientation parameters U
2 

were 

computed from the multipolarities, branching ratios, and' 

conversion coefficients of the unobserved intermediate radiations. In 

all cases, the value of 6 has been selected as that root of A2 in best 

agreement with previous work, The sign of 0 is determined according 

to the definition of Krane and Steffen. 30 

All of the E2!M1 transitions studied in the pres ent work are intra-

band transitions; for such transitions, the mixing ratios are related to 

the intrinsic static electromagnetic moments of the band according to 

the relationship 

6 = 0.934 
j(I+1)(I-1) 

( 12) 

where Q o is the intrinsic quadrupole moment. In Table III we show the 

. deduced value of (gK -gR)!Qo for each transition. It is expected that 

these values will be constant for all transitions within a given band, and 

the deduced values are consistent with this assumption. 

Th . 0 to f th tOtO 0 177L 0 t "th e mIxIng ra lOS or e ransl Ions In u are In agreemen WI 
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7 
those determined by Alexander et al. based on the cascade-to-crossover 

intensity ratios. The present results serve to determine the sign of the 

mixing ratios and thus yield an independent determination of the sign of 

/ / 
+[ . 177. 

(gK- gR) Q o • The average value of gK for the 7 2 404] band of Lu is 

determined to be gK = O,68±0.07, assuming gR = 0.347±O,028 (Ref. 35) 

and Q = 7.1 ± 1.2 b (Ref. 43 ). o 

The pre sently measured mixing ratios of transitions within the 

9/2+[ 624] band of 177Hf are in good agreement with the values deter-

. " 14 mined by Hubel et al. from y-y angular correlation measurements, al-

though in the latter it was necessary to apply considerable corrections 

(often factors of 2 or 3) to the observed correlation coefficients in order 

to account for the effects of unresolved competing cascades, From the 

present data we deduced the average value gK-gR = - 0.44±0.03, 

assuming Q o = 7.6±0.3b (Ref. 43). This value is in agreement with 

" that deduced by Hubel et al. , whose work contains a discussion of the 

interpretation of the gK and gR factors. 

The mixing -ratio of the 9/2 -7/2 transition in the 7 /[ [ 514] band of 

177Hf as determined from the present work is in good agreement with 

. ,,14 
the y -y angular correlation measurement of Hubel et aL (5 = - 4.8 ± 0,2) 

and Holmberg et al. 18 (F; = - 4,75 ± 0.07), with the nuclear orientation 

results of Blok and Shirley13 (0 = - 4. 7 ~~:!), and with the results of 

the relative internal conversion intensity measurements of H~gberg 

et ale 17 (I 0 I = 4.5 ± 0.3, using appropriately corrected value s of the 

theoretical subshell intensities), but in disagreement with the y-y 

angular correlation results of Hrastnik et al. 21 (0 = - 3,7±0.3) and the 

" 15 e--y angular correlation measurements of Tornkvist et al. (0 = - 3.1 ± 0.6). 
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A discussion of the interpretation of the mixing ratios and mag

netic moments ,of the 7/2 -[ 514] band in 177 Hf may be found in the work: 

of HUbel et al. ; 14 more recent values ot the magnetic moments of the 

7/2 -[ 514J state of 1 77Hf and of the 9 /2 +[ 624] state of 179Hf are given in 

. . ' , " h 44 . h d d d 1 f d the work of Buttgenbac et ,al. , along WIt e uce . va ues 0 gK an 

gR' which are in good agreement with values deduced in the present 

work. 

E. M2/E1 Mixing Ratios 

In Table IV are shown the deduced M2/E1 mixing ratios for transi

tions in 177Hf. The results for the 291.4- and 292.5-keV transitions 

were deduced from the anis0tropy of the unresolved doublet peak. No 

variation of the anisotropy was observed between the ~i.gh-energy and 

low-energy sides of the peak; hence, we have assumed the two y rays 

to have identical anisotropie s. 

A numbe.r of previous studies have been made 6f the transitions 

depopulating the 321-keV level. Hrastnik et al. 21 have determined 

0(71.6)= -0. 017± 0.007 from y-y angular correlations, in fair agreement 

with the present results. The 208 -113 keY angular correlation data of 
- / 

. 12 . 18 20 . 23 
West et al., Holmberg et al., Thun et al., and Klema cannot be 

anaiyzed to give a unique value of 0(208), owing to the uncertainties in 

0(113) and in the degree of attenuation of the angular correiation by extra-

nuclear perturbations. For o( 113) = -4.7, these ~ngular correlation data " 

favor small, positive val~es of 0(208), as long as the. angula"rcorrelation 

"-

coefficient A
22

, c6rre~ted for attenuation arising frpm pe rturbations, 

, 6 ' , '. 21 
is less than 0.1 5 in magnitude. However, the results ofHrastnik et al., 

and of Agnihotry et al. 24 (A
22

;::: -0.200) favor negative values of 0(208) for 

this value of 0(113). West et ~1.12 ~bserved the 321.3-keV transition 

to be 15± 20/0M2 (101 = 0.42± 0.04), based on the internal conversion 
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coefficients; a similar value follows from the K, LI' and Ln conversion 

coefficients determined by Grigor' ev. 19 However, as discussed by 

Holmbe rg' et al. , 16 sizeable nuclear" pen'etration effects are expected 

for this transition, and thus mixing ratios determined from this method 

are subject to large uncertainties. A detailed fit of the subshell ratios 

of the 321-keV transition including penetration effects was done by 

Agnihotry et al. 24 Their result 1t(321) 1= 0.17± 0.05 is in excellent 

agreement with the present results. 

177 
The deviations of the E1-transition probabilities in Hf from the 

predictions of the Alaga intensity rules were discussed by Bernthal and 

10 
Rasmussen. They were able to fit the C:l{ = -1 E1 transitions with a: 

three-parameter Coriolis mixing calculation. Although ~hey assumed 

all of the transitions to have vanishing M2 components, the M2com-

ponents determined in the present work have a negligible effect on the 
\ 

deductions of 'Bernthal and Rasmussen. Nevertheless, it, is of interest 

to attempt to employ a similar method to examine the M2 intensities as 
• ..! j 

well as the magnitudes and phases of the M2/E1 mixing ratios. 

According to the Alaga rules, 45 the relative intensities of transitions 

from states of an initial intrinsic quantum number Ki to final states K f 

are given by ratios of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The ratios of the 

reduced transition probabilities of the M2 transitions depopulating the 

321-keV level are computed based on the Alaga rules as follows (experi-

mental values in parentheses): 

B(M2,71 keY) 
= 0.22 (i 1), 

BtM2,321 keY) 

B~M2, 208 keY) 
B(M2,321 keY) 

= 0.72 (67) , 

B(M2,71 keY) = 0.31 (0.17). 
B(M2, 208 keY) 
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Except pos sibly in the latte.r case; the Alaga relationship fails to account 

for these M2 intensities, and thus w~ will attempt a Coriolis -type 

calculation of the. transition mixing ratios by considerin& those states 

which can mix with the initial and final states. In order to have a' 

convenient means of comparison of the ~mpiricalmixing ratios with the 

computed values, the two must be expressed in terms of the same trans-

ition operators. This can be m.·')st conveniently done by employing'the 

multipole operators as used for example by Bohr ~nd Mottelson,46 in 

terms cjf which 

with 

f:::, = 

o = -0.835 Ey f:::, , 

(If II cAt (M2) II Ii> 

(Ifll~ (~1) II Ii> 

where Ey is the transition energy in MeV, and the M2 and E1 matrix 

elements are expressed in units of iJ.N-cm and e~cm, respectively. 

The values of f:::, deduced from the presently measured mixing ratios 
.\ 

are shown in Table IV. 
, 

. 33 
The- reduced matrix elements may be expressed as 

= ..;}21.+1 (1.K.L(Kf -K.)I LK
f
> (Kfl~I(L) K.> ' 

1 1 1 1 r- .., 1 

where rJ.G' represent~ the transition operato,r in the intrinsic ,system. 

- 10 
In the approach employed by Bernthal and Rasmussen, first-order 

Coriolis mixing of states of ~K- = ±1 is considered; specifically, 

(13 ) 

( 14) 

(15 ) 
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w. =1 1. M. K.) - ~ (I. + K. )(1. - K. + 1 ) A I 1. M. K. - 1 ) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 __ 1 1 - 1 1 1 

~(I. -K.) (1. +K. +1) 
1 1 1 1 

A+ I!. M. K. +1) , 
1 1 1 , 

B_1 I
f
M

f
K

f
-1 ) 

(16 ) 

The A± and B± are Coriolis matrix elements of the form 

(fl2/29) (K±11 j±1 K > /[E(K)-E(K±1)]. Considering all possible first

order Coriolis -mixed components (11/2+ and 7/2+ mixed ,into 9/2+, 

9/2- and 5/2- mixed into 7/2-). the'multipole matrix elements may be. 

expressed as 

+M~L),J (1£+ ~ )(I£~ ~ ) (Ii i L -211£ ~) + MiL),J (Ii -i ) (Ii + 1i ) (Ii ~1 L -211£ ~ } . 

(17) 

The quantities M~L) are products of Coriolis matrix elements and 

intrinsic transition moments: 

M(L) = 
1 

M(L) 
2 

(~ I ~'(L) r ~ > • 

A (~ I cM,' (L) I ~ > • 

B + (~ I ~'( L) I ~ >. 
B (~ I cM,' (L) I ~ >, 
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Bernthal and RasrrlUssen
10 

deduced values of M6 1 )= 5.5X~0-3, ) 

M~1) = 3.4X10- 3 , M~)= - 0.45X10- 3 , Since M~) and Mi1 ) v'anish 

identically for L = 1, the E1 matrix elements for all of the transitions 

studied may'be computed from these ,values and' are listed in Table I V 

along with the deduced values of (M2). It should' be noted that the ab-

solute phase of the ma.trix element is an indet~rminate quantity, hut the 

relative phases of different matrix elements (either different multipoles 

or theoretical calculations 'of different contributions to a singlemultipole) 

are defi~able. }.Ienc~ ~he speci~ication ofM61) a~ positive is sufficient 

to fix the signs of the remaining M~1) and M~) v~lues. 

Equation (17) 'may be written in simpler for1:?as 

4 
(M2) = 

(21. + 1)1/2 
1 ' 

where the C
k 

are given by the coefficients of the appropriate 

Eq. (17) and are listed in Taole IV. 

(19) 

M(2) in 
k 

Although it would be desirable to attempt to fit the eight empirical 

M2 matrix elements w~th the five-intrins,ic Mk's, this is not possible, 

owing to the small variation both in the coefficients Ck (k 2: 1) and in the 

deduced values for the matrix elements of the fiye transitions in the 

. . l -

energy range 291.4-313.7 keV. However, based on the observed small 

, variation in those values, it is apparent tha~ the C~Mo (2) term has little 

influence on the M2 matrix elements, \ except possibly for the 313.7-keV 

transition. Thus it is apparent that the principal contribution to (M2) 

for these five transitions comes from having, 

-3 
~ 1 X 10 0 (20 ) 
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(The M~) are proport,ional to Coriolis matrix elements of the form' 

(K Ij± I K'> (11
2 
/2.9 )/~E, where ~E is the energy separation between 

the intrinsic states. This product is estimated to be 0.12, 0.03, 0.03, 

(2) (2) (2) (2) 4 
and 0.08 fox M 1 ' M2 ' M 3 ' and M4 ' respectively. Additionally, 

the intrinsic M2 matrix elements (K I eNd (M2) I K') are allowed by 

the a~ymptotic Nilsson selection rules
47 

for M~) and M~), while the 

. matrix elements are twice nz-forbidden ~or M~) and M~). Here we 

have assumed mixing .of the 9/2-[ 505] and 5/2-[ 512] . states into the 

7/2-[ 514] state, and 7/2+[ 633] and 11/2+1615] into the 9/2+[ 624] state.) 
, 

The small value of (M2) for the 313.7 -keY transition could result from 

M~)::::: - 3X10- 3 ; of the five transitions under consideration,this one is 

the most sensitive to M~) and least sensitive to ~2) with k ~ 1. 

The 321.3-keV result yields (assuming M~)::::: - 3X10-
3

) 

-
M~)-M(i)::::: +1X10- 3 ,< (21 ) 

and from the 71.6-keV transition we obtain· 

(22) 

However, these results are consistent only with a small (0.03) negative 

value for 6(208.3) (i.e., a.positive valu'e of (M2». No variation in the 

matrix elements M~) was ~ble to yield a solution consistent with the 

. 16' 
observed value of 6 (208.3). [Holmberg et al. attempted to fit the 

208.3-keV e - subshell ratios and e- -y directional correlation results to 

determine simultaneously the values of 6 (208.3) and of the nuclear pene-
, 

tration parameter }.,1' Although their deduced results slightly favored 
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negative values of 0 (= - 0.004), the deduced relationshlpbetween the 

signs of () and >-'1 was in disagreement with that preduced on the basis 

of the Nilsson model. Similarly deduced results of Agnihotry et al. 24 

are likewise notc onclusive.] We( thus conclude that the' present results 

may be taken to give reasonable estimates of the orders of magnitude 

of the matrix elements ~2), but that additional calculations are re-
. . 

quired for a more complete nnderstandJng, particularly of the three 
. . 

transitions <;lepopulating the 321.3~keV level. 

F. 0 - 180° Asymmetries 

The forward-backward asymmetries ('1, computed from the 'experi-

mental counting rates-according to Eq. (4), are shoWn in Table V. The 

background corrections have be~n applied assuming the background to 

have a vanishing asymmetry; this is consistent with the observed 

asymmetry of the background of -(1:1: 1)X10-4 for regions in the vicinity 

of 160 keY and of 340 keV. The statistical spread of the measured 

values was ch~racterized by.no~malized chi-squared values computed 

to-lie in the range 0.5-2.0, indicating a _ reasonably well-distributed 

sample. 

Th~ observed asymmetries indicate the lack of any 'substantial 

effect due to parity mixing to about the level of 2 X 10 -4 in the total 

asymmetries and to about 3 X 10-3 in the peak asymmetries. 

The weak interaction, which is present in the nuclear Hamiltonian 

with a relative amplitude cjf _10- 7, is expected to produce small 

parity impurities in nuclear states. The amplitude of this impurity 

in the nuclear wave function is enhanced if there are close-lying 

opposite-parity levels of the same spin. There are four pairs of such 
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levels in the 177 Lu level scheme which are separated by from 1 to 20 

, -' + 
keV. These aze the corresponding states of the 7/2 [404] and the 

9/2-[,514] bands. (The 9/2- band is not populated in the 177mLudecay, 

but the levels of that band are shown in the 177 Lu level scheme of Fig: 

1.) We have observed the asymmetries of the E2 and E2 +- M1 transi

tions depopulating the 11/2+, 13/2+, 15/2+, and 1 7/2 + levels. Further -

more, one might expect to observe the intrabarid E1 transitions I: -+ I
f
-, 

- 1 

but these transitions are not observed in the y-ray spectrum. (Similar 

E1 interband transitions are observed in the 177Hf'level scheme; in 

both cases the asymptotic Nilsson quantum numbers are violated. 47) 

The possible E1 transitions of 177Lu would be 118 keY' (11/2+ -+ 9/2-), 

151 keY (13/2+ -+ 11/2-), 186 keY (15/2+ - 13/2-), and 217 keY (17/2+ -+ 

15/2 -). Upper limits on the intensities of these unob~erved transitions 

may be obtained from the 1 76L,u(n, y) studies of Maier, 48 whichjndicate 

that the E1 transition branching intensities are no greater than 0.05% 

of the 147-keV intensity for the 11/2+ level, with corresponding values 
, + 

up to O. 5% !Dr the 17/2 leyel. These branching intensities can be used 

to deduce that the E1 transitions are hinde'red relative to single-particle 

Weisskopf estimates by at least 106 (The corresponding transitions 
, 

in 177Hf are,hindered7 by at most 105 .) In Table V are listed the 

0 0 
.. 180 0 asymmetries o(those regions of the energy spectrum where _ 

these E1 transitions rni ght be expected. 

The presence of parity mixing in the 177Lu levels would give rise 

to a forward-backward asymmetry in the y-ray angular distributions; 

this would corre,spond to the presence of a parity-irregular E1 trans-

ition admixed into the regular M1, transition, or an irregular M1 trans-
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ition mixed into the regular E1. The failure to observe an effect in 

the vanishingly weak E1 transitions is n<;>t surprising. In the case of 

the M1 transitions, the regular transitions, which are hindered relative 

to Weisskopf estimates by factors of 30-50, are probably, not sufficiently 

retarded to permit the ir~egular E1 to compete successfully. Additional

ly, the single-particle calculation of parity mixing effects done by 

Michel49 indicates that admixtures of irregular E1 transiti'ons with 

M1 are not likely to be found, since the E1 operator .,commutes with 

........ ~. 

the single-particle parity-odd interaction of the form CT • r . 

V. SUMMARY 

The 'fer!"omagnet ZrFe2 was shown to be a suitable environment for 

polarizing small concentrations of Lu impurities; the magnetic hyper-

fine field of Lu in ZrFe2 was deduced to be 413 ± 29kOe. The magnetic 

, 177m 
moment of the Lu was deduced to be 2.74± 0.21 !-LN' in excellent 

agreement with the value computed assuming the isomer tO,be a three-

.' h 177 ' h quasiparh~le state. T e Hf y -rays were observed to ex ibit larger 
/ 

degrees of orie'ntation than the 177Lu y-rays; this difference in 'orien

tation e:nabled the relaxation time of th,e 1 77mHf to be estimated as 6.7 

Numerous E2/M1 and M2/E1 y-r~y mixing ratios we're deduced and 

were compared with expeCtations based on the Nilsson model, including 

first~order Coriolis mixing for the M2/E1 cases. These comparisons 

enabled the deduction· of numerous' intrinsic electromagnetic moments 

sec. 

of ' the Nilsson states. No substantial (>2X10-
4

) effects of parity mixing 

. 177 
on the Lu y-rays were observed, in spite of the ,close spacings of 

the·
177

Lu opposite parity levels. 
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128.5 0.194 (6) A2 (128. ~), = 0.85(7) 

136.7 0.201(65) A 2 (136.7) = . 0.89(29) 

136.7b 0.045(9) . \ A 2 (136.7)= 0.56(11) 

"- 147.1 -0.108(16) . A 2 (14 7.1) = - 0.55(10) 

153.3 0.188(15) A
2

(153.3) = 0.79(7) 

159.8 0.150(40) A Z(159.8) = 0.75(ZO) 

171.8 -0.117(30) A
Z

( 171'.8) =, - O.59( 15) 

174.4 0~188(9) A2 (174.4) = 0.77(5) 

195.5 -0.079(32) A 2 (195.5) = - 0.42(~ 7) 

204.1 0.194(13 ) A 2 (204.1) = . 0.78(6) " 
208.3 -0.100(1) A 2 (208.3) = - 0.476(20) 

208.3b -0.042(1) A 2 (208.3) = - 0.485(25) 

214.4 0.179(9) A2 (214.4). = 0.72(3) 

218.1 -0.120(9) ~2(218~1)= - 0.52(5) 
'\ 

228.4 -cL091 (3) B2 (177mHf) = 0.252(12) 

233.8 -0.091 (6) B2(177~f) = 0.258(18) 

249.7 ' -0.093(8) . ,B
2

(177mHf) =' 0.-292(24) 

249.7b -0.035(1) B
2

(177g
Lu) = 0.097(3) 
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TABLE I (continued) 

268.8 -0:.082(11 ) B (177m.Lu) = 
2 ' 0.250(32) 

281.8 -0.091 (2) B2 (177m.Hf) = 0.256(7) 

(291.4+29 2•5 ) 0.030(36) A
2

(291.4+29 2 •5 ) = 0.12 (14) 

296.5 -0.096(11) B (177m.Hf) = 
2 

0.278(30) 

299.0 0.01;4 (22) A 2 (2?9.0) = 0.06(9) 

305.5 -0.005(29) A
2

(305. 5) = - 0.02(13) 

313'.7 0.036(19) A? (313. 7) = 0.18(9) 

319.0 -0.078(3) B' (177niLU) = 
, 2 

0.216(11) 

321.3 b -0.001 (1) A2 (321.3) = - 0.014(14) -

327.7 -0.095(3 ) B (177~f)'~ 
2 

0.256(12) 

341.6 -0.103(26) B (177~f) -
2 - 0.294(73 ) 

367.4 -0.072(13) B (177m.Lu) = 
2 . 0.204(36) 

378.5 -0.095(2) B (177~f) = 
2 

0.262(7) 

385.0 -0.092(11) B (1 77m.Hf) -= 
2 ' 

0.244(32) 

413.6 -0.087(4) B2 (1 77m.Lu) = 0.223(10) 
, 

B (177m.Hf) = 418.5 -0.093(3) 0.268(12) 
2 

466.0 -0.071(27) B (177m.Hf) = 
2 

0.198(76) 

aparentheses enclose experim.ental uncertainty of last digit or digits. 

b 177g . 177m 
Decay of Lu; all other entnes are from. Lu decay. 

, ' 
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TABLE II. Magnetic hyperfine fields of impurities in ZrFe
2

• 

/H(ZrFe 2 )/ IH(Fe)/ 
Itnpurity (kOe) (kOe) 

Sc 400 ± 140a 94 ± 3 e 

CO -ZOO ± 15a 288± 1£ 

I 220±10b 1130 ± 40£ 

Er 8300 ± {OOOc 2700 ± 400f 

Lu 413 ± 29 a A83 ± 60f 

Hf 200 ± 20d 
-i 

606 ± 70f 

Ta 322±33a 
656± 13f 

Np 1370 ± 110b ",og 

a Present work. 

b Ref. 40. 

c -
Ref. 2. 

d - " 
Refs. l 3 and 37. 

e 
D. K. Gupta. A. K. Singhvi. D:- No, Sanwal, andG. N. Rao. Phys. 

Rev. B I. 2942 (1973)0 ' 

f - Ref. 42. 

g I H I probably ~m.all;see discussion in text. 
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TABLE III. E2/M1 y-raymixing ratios deduced from the decays of oriented 177m, 177gLu . 

Mixing Ratio 6 
gK - gR 

Energy Present Previous KTr[Nn .1\.] Ii -+ If C2a Nucleus z, (keV) work work 

177 Lu 7/2+[404] 9/2 -+ 7/2 121.6 +0.54±0.07 ±0.49±0.03
a 

+0.048 ± 0.006 

11/2 -+ 9/2 147.1 +0.54 ~ ~:~~ ± 0.62 ± 0.09
b 

+0.047 ± 0.009 

13/2,- 11/2 171.8 ~0.59 ~ ~:~~ ±0.51 ± 0.04b 
+0.042 ±0.014 

15/2 - 13/2 195.5 +0.41 ~~:~i ±0.42 ± 0.07b 
+0.060 ± 0.019 

17/2 - 15/2 218.1 +0.52 ± 0.05 ±0.46±0.05
b 

+0.046 ± 0.005 

177Hf 9/2+l624] 11/2 - 9/2 105.3 -0.36 ± 0.04 -0.34±0.02c -0.050±0.006 

13/2 -+ 11/2 -0.37 ± 0.06 c 
-0.051 ± 0.008 I 128.5 -0.37±0.02 ' w 

15/2 -+ 13/2 -0.36±0.02c 
~ 

153.3 -0.33 ± 0.05 '-0.058± 0.007 I 

, c \ 

17/2 -+ 15/2 174.4 -0.32 ± 0.04 -0.38± 0.03 ,-0.060 ± 0.008 

19/2 -+ 17/2 204.1 -0.33 ± 0.05 -0.36±0.03 c -0.061 ± 0.008 

21/2 - 19/2, 214.4 -0.29 ± 0.02 -0.33 ± 0~04c -0.066± 0.005 

177Hf 7/2-[514] 9/2 -+ 7/2 113.0 -4.7 ±-0.2 -4.8 ±0.2 c -0.0051 ± 0.0002 

11/2 -+ 9/2 136.7 -3.0 ±0.7 
d ±2.9 ±0.4 ' -0.0080 ± 0.0020 

13 [2 -+ 11 [2 , 159.8 -2.4 ± 1.0 -0.0097 ± 0.0040 

a Ref. 26. 

b Ref. 7. \ 

cRef. 14. 

d Ref. 19. 

.- T" 



TABLE IV. M2/E1 mixing ratios,of'{ rays in 177Hf• 

A 
(Et) a (M2~ 

(~N-em) (21. +.1) 1/2 (21.+1)1 2 
'{ - ray ene rgy (1'\ _ (1'\ 1 ,-3 1 -3 

Co C 1 C 2 C 3 <::4 (keV) 6 e-em (units of 10 e-em) (units of 10 fiN-em) 

71.6 9/2+ - 11/2- -0.051:0.037 0.B5±0.62 + 5.7 +4.7±3.5 0.34 1. 92 2.75 0.67 0.00 

20B.3 9/2+ - 9/2- to.07 :0.02 -0.40±0.12 + 8.3, -3.3±1.0 0;60 0.74 2.22 1.21 0.00 

291.4 17/2+ - 15/2- +O.OB :l:O.OB -0.33:0.33 -11.4 +3.B± 3.B -0.04 -3.63 -3.73 4.65 4.74 

19/2+ - 17/2- -0.33±0.33 +4.6:4.6 -3.77 
\ 

292.5 +O.OB :O.OB -14.0 -0.11 -4.04 5.27 5.49 

299.0 15/2+ - 13/2- +O.it ±0.05 -0.44±0.20 - B.8 t3.9±1.7 0.05 -3.42 ..:3.30 3.99 3.89 

13/2+ - 11/2- -2.67' 
I 

305.5 +0.16 :0.07 -0.63:0.27 - 5.9 +3.7:1.6 0.18 -.3.11 3.27 4.11 '" Ul 

313.7 11/2+ - 9/2- +0.06 ±0.05 -0.23±0.20 2.9 +0.7:0.7 0.3B -2.62 -1.68 2.44 1.6B 
I 

321.3 9/2+ - 7/2- +0.17 ±0.01 -0.63±0.04 + 0.62 ~0 .. 39± 0.03 0.71 -1.75 0.00 1.43 0.00 

aComputed, bas(>d on the work of B(>rn'thal and Rasmussen (Ref. 10). 

" 
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TABLE V. 0° -180° asymmetries of 177 L u'{ rays. 

'{ - ray energy I~ -- irr Asymrnetry( units/ of 10 -4) 

(keV) 1 f Multipolarity Peak + background Peak 

118a 11/2+ -+ 9/2- E1 -1.3±2.1 

147 11/2+ -+ 9/2+ E2/M1 -0.6±2.2 -12 ± 44 

267 11/2+-- 7/2+ E2 4.0 ± 2.9 28± 20 

151 a 13/2+ -+ 11/2- E1 -0.5±2.3 

172 13/2+ -+ 11/2+ E2/M1 0.3±2.2 6±44 

319 13/2+ -+ 9/2+ E2 -1.1±2.9 

186a 15/2+ -+ 13/2- E1 0.0 ± 2.4 

195 15/2+ -+ 13/2+ , E2/M1 4.7±2.7 95 ± 55 

367 , 15/2+ -+ 11/2+ E2 -1.4±3.5 -14± 35 

217
a 17/2+ -+ 15/2- E1 I -0.8±2.6 

218 17/2+ -+ 15/2+ E2/M1 -16±52 

17/2+ -- 13/2+ 
~ 

413 E2 .-0.4 ± 3.0 - 1±9 
/' 

aSuggested E1 t~~nsition not actually observed in '{ - ray spectra. 
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Figure Captions 

D h f 177mL t' I' 1/ f 177L d 177H" f taken ecay sc erne 0 . u 0 eve so, u an , 

from'the work of ref:. 9. The Nilss'on assignments KiT[Nn A] " ",,' , z 

are'indicated for the intrinsic states. The Lu -- Hf beta decays 

are shown as double' lines and are labeled' with the end-point 

energy in keY and the relative branching intensity. The 1-77Hf 
..... ,. '/ 

interband E1 transitions are shown connecting the dashed 

extensions of the states of the 9/2 ~ [624] and 7/2 - [514] bands. 

, 1"77m 
Low-energy '{-ray spectrum from the decay of, Lu. The 

peaks are labeled by the '{-ray energies in keV. Those peaks 

177m labeled below the spectrum 'are those from the ,Lu decay; 

those labeled" above the spectrum are from contaminant 

acti vitie s. 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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